
Immigration Assessment

NAME: ___________________________
FORMAL IMMIGRATION POLICY STAND

Policy considers impact

of immigration on popu-

lation growth.          5 – 4

Policy mentions impact of

immigration on popula-

tion briefly.        3 – 2

Policy neglects the effect

of population growth in

immigration policy.   1 – 0

Various economic issues

included in immigration

decisions such as: jobs,

purchasing power, drain

on educational & govern-

mental resources.    5 – 4

Some economic consi-

derations included in

policy, but a few left out.

                             3 – 2

Policy neglects the effect

of immigration on

economic growth of our

country.

                                   1 – 0

Impact of immigration

policy on our culture

(foods, music, art,

literature, etc.) an impor-

tant component.       5 – 4

Impact of immigration on

the “American Culture”

mentioned briefly, but not

really considered.

                             3 – 2

Policy neglects the effect

of immigration on our

unique “American

Culture.”

                                    1 - 0

Reasonably discusses

impact of immigration on

our defense measures,

such as need for border

guards, customs officials,

increased INS personnel

in creating policy.     5 – 4

Brief inclusion of subject

of defense needed to

protect America from

illegal immigrants and

those who would harm

our country.

                             3 – 2

Policy neglects the effect

of immigration on our

need for defense

measures.

                                    1 - 0

3 or more sources used

in class readings,

viewings, & discussions

cited in paragraphs.  5 – 4

Only two sources used to

create immigration

paragraphs.

                               3 – 2

Only one basic source

used to create

immigration paragraphs.

                                  1 – 0

Ideas thoughtfully con-

structed & written using

correct paragraph form,

Writing clearly under-

stood but little care given

to paragraph form,

sentence structure, &

vocabulary.          3 – 2

Poorly written stand with

little regard to paragraph

structure; includes

redundant sentence

structure & vocabulary

usage.                       1 – 0



structed & written using

correct paragraph form,

sentence variety, appro-

priate vocabulary.     5 – 4

stood but little care given

to paragraph form,

sentence structure, &

vocabulary.          3 – 2

little regard to paragraph

structure; includes

redundant sentence

structure & vocabulary

usage.                       1 – 0

Total ________/30

Comments:__________________________________________

Name: _______________________

Questions on “The Debate Over Immigration” and Immigration Timeline (25 pts.)

1) One the blank U.S. map, use the information from the Historical Perspective
section and your knowledge of history to place the following groups of
immigrants in the general areas we would have found them in America. (5)

Latinos – Chinese – European Farmers – European Workers – African
Americans

2) What would you consider to be the factors that “push” people to leave their
lands to look for new opportunities elsewhere? (2)

______________________________________________________________
__________

3) Read all four areas of argument for and against limitations on immigration.

Choose one area and decide whether you are pro or con immigration. In one

paragraph, explain why you feel the way you do. Remember to support your

argument. (5)

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________



______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

_________________________________________

4) Looking at the entries on the timeline located at the bottom of pages 880 –
881, what general statement can you make about U.S. views on immigration?
(2)

______________________________________________________________
___________

______________________________________________________________
___________

5) From which two countries have the greatest number of people emigrated to
the U.S.? (2)

______________________________________________________________
___________

6) Were these countries part of those that sent most of the original settlers to the
original 13 colonies? (1)
               ________________

7) During which period of immigration did the largest number of people come to
America? (1)



_______________________

8) During this era, which two countries sent the most immigrants?
(2)_____________________

From which two continents did we receive the largest number of immigrants
during this time?

(2)___________________________________________________________
____________

9) From what countries has your family emigrated?
(2)________________________________

______________________________________________________________
___________

10) How does the information shown on the Immigration Timeline chart support
the information given in the text reading (The Debate Over Immigration) in the
section on “Recent Trends”? (3)

______________________________________________________________
___________

______________________________________________________________
___________

______________________________________________________________
___________

______________________________________________________________
___________

______________________________________________________________
___________

Terrorism Assessment
Assessment would be ongoing, participation, homework completion and quiz results.

                              SAMPLE QUIZ

1. What is your definition of terrorism?

____________________________________________________.         1pt



2. Besides the events of September 11, 2001, name one other instance of a terrorist attack on US

soil.                1pt

3.   Name one terrorist attack against the US that happened outside the country.

          1pt

4.   Why do you think the USA has been a target of terrorists?

          2pts

5. If a terrorist group’s goal is to rid the existing government and create a nation composed of

peasant               3pts
      farmers, is this a political, economical or social reason, or a combination of all or two?

Explain your answer.

6. How does religious ideology affect terrorists and /or terrorism?

          3pts

7. Name one change that has taken place within the USA as a result of terrorism.

4pts
What are your thoughts about this change?

8. Thinking back to what you learned about Women’s Rights and Immigration Issues, explain

how                   2pts
       these groups’ efforts to create change in American society were different than that of

terrorists.

9.    What is your interpretation of this political cartoon? Explain your answer.
      3pts.



  


